
 

6 Days 5 Nights Cairo / Nile Cruise  

Valid NOW – until further notice 

 
Day 1: Welcome to Cairo! 

 

Meet and assist at Cairo International Airport (Arrival procedures) and then will escort you to 

the hotel by exclusive modern air-conditioned vehicle. check-in and Overnight 

 

Day 2: Pyramids / Khan Al Khalili 

 

Breakfast at the hotel in Cairo then start a guided tour to visit one of the Seven Wonders the 

great Pyramids of Giza , Great Sphinx of Giza, which dates from the time of Chephren, this 

unforgettable statue combines the head of a Pharaoh with a lion's body. A quick visit to papyrus 

institute or a perfume shop can be arranged after the visit. Continue driving to Exhibition 

Museum , Drive back to your hotel in Cairo for Dinner Overnight at the hotel in Cairo 

 

Day 3 : Fly to Aswan - Nile Cruise 

 

Breakfast at your hotel in Cairo then transfer to Cairo airport to travel to Aswan. 

Upon arrival we'll embark on your Nile River Cruise. 

After lunch you'll visit the world famous High Dam and the awesome Philae temple, which is 

devoted to the two goddesses Isis and Hathor. We'll also visit the largest known ancient 

obelisk, located in the northern region of the stone quarries of ancient Egypt, the Unfinished 

Obelisk. Dinner on board and overnight in Aswan. 

 

Day 4 : Kom Ombo / Edfu. 

 

Early morning at 4.30 Start your tour to Abu Simble by bus , back to Nile Cruise at 13.30 , Sail 

to Kom Ombo, , visiting the Kom Ombo Temple, which is shared by two gods: Sobek and 

Haeroris. 



Sail to Edfu, enjoying lunch on board. Then we'll visit the best-preserved cult temple in Egypt, 

Horus Temple in Edfu. 

Enjoy afternoon tea during while sailing to Esna. Dinner and overnight on board. 

 

Day 5 : Luxor West Bank 

 

Sail to Luxor, having breakfast on board before visiting the West Bank, take an excursion to 

the royal cemetery for 62 Pharaohs, Valley of the Kings. 

Next we'll visit the mortuary Temple of Queen Hatshepsut, which was built by the architects of 

the New Kingdom for the Pharaoh Hatshepsut approximately in the 15th century BC, at ElDeir 

Elba Hari and the Colossi of Memnon. Lunch on board. Then visit Karnak and Luxor temples 

Enjoy afternoon tea during sailing. Dinner on board Overnight in Luxor. 

 

Day 6 : Luxor-Cairo 

 

Breakfast on board. 

Disembark from your Nile cruise after breakfast. Then transfer to Airport back to Cairo for 

Final Destination 
 

The above package includes: 

 

Meet, assist at Cairo airport upon arrival & departure Private transfer from/to the airport to 

hotels in Cairo. 

Private transfers during all tours mentioned. 

03nights accommodation in Egypt as: 

02nights Cairo Dble AC Standard City View Rooms 

Full day tour to visit Giza Pyramids, Civilization Museum 

3 Nights Nile Cruise with tours 

English speaking guide during tours. 

All entrance fees of the mentioned sightseeing. 

 

The rate excludes the following: 

 

Domestic Flight 

Egypt entry visa. 

Entry of Cheops Pyramid. 

Lunch during tours 

Optional tours 

Beverages 

All tipping for guide, drivers, representatives, restaurants, cruise ...etc. 

Any personal items like laundry, phone calls, drinks like water, soft, hard drinks, .... etc. 

Any other item not mentioned above 


